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the Theaetetus or the Sophist, this plurality functions as a way of identifying the options which the world offers us with respect to itself, and the
point of articulating options is to set one's own course among and with
respectto them-to order and thus to constitute a world which explains
its own plurality.
This is a procedure with which, in another form, we are familiar
with in our other Hellenic guru, Aristotle. But in one of Plato's later dialogues, as I read it for the purpose in hand, the process takes an unusual turn. You will recall that Parmenides,in the dialogue that bears his
name, encounters a very young Socratesdistinguished equally by intellectual brilliance and intellectual avidity. Ostensibly, at least, the dialogue is the advice he gives, from his age, his experience, and his
wisdom, to the young and too eageryouth. That advice, in sum, has two
parts, a diagnosis of the young man's overeagernessand a prescription
for supplying the discipline which will at once reorder his priorities-as
we might say-and equip him for the enterpriseswith which he is now
prematurely (and therefore incompetently) engaged.I presume to paraphrase the sage.

I think of myself as one of Richard McKeon's students, and in that epigonic band I place myself in something like the second or third generation.
For when I first encountered McKeon, there were already some grizzled
graduate students on the verge of actually acquiring a Ph.D., if not already
in possessionof one. I mention this becauseI have the distinct impression
that diverse generations came away having learned somewhat different
things. My generation was the one that knew that Aristotle knew everything and what he did not know Plato did. So, in trying to explain to you
how I function pluralistically, I turn to Plato.
It has long seemedclear to me that Plato was a pluralist; that he knew
there were radically different ways of talking and thinking about the world;
and that since the world as thought and the world as existent as experienced are two sidesof the same world, radically different modes of thought
entail radically different worlds. So he encountered in his world not only a
plurality of opiners and opinions about the world, but a plurality of
worlds. I think the dialogues can be read as a seriesof explorations of the
paradoxical (in both sensesof paradoxical-paradox and paralogism) situation inherent in accepting that in our world there is a plurality of worlds
or that the worlfl exists, is encountered, and is known in a plurality.
Ifhile this is true, I think, of all the dialogues,in the so-calledlater diaIogues it emergesin a strikingly sophisticatedform-"sophisticated" meaning self-conscious,explicit, intellectually controlled, and urbane. In most
cases,of course, in the processesof inquiry developed in such dialogues as

Socrates,you are commendably eager to discover the truth
and to determine how the world is and can be justly ordered
in the realization of goodnessand the enjoyment of beaury. I
say'commendably' becauseyour eagernessis an avidity not
only comprehensive-a total dedication of your activity-but
intellectual, that is, the activity in which your eagernessis
manifest shows that you already know what most people
learn only tardily and many never, that the enterprises of
truth, goodness, and beauty are enterprises of intelligence
conditioned through-and-through by the possibilities and necessitiesinherent in the oblects of intelligence and their concomitant intellectual functions. But you have not yet come to
see that determining the truth in and with respect to the
world and the ordering of that world by and to goodnessand
beauty are consequent upon and conditioned by the form of
the world, that is, by what there is to be known, to be good,
to be beautiful-its pluralities and unities, the modes of relation in and among them, the stabilities and instabilities, differentiations, coniuqctions and identities inherent in both
these formalities and so on. These objects of intelligence and
the grounds and forms of intellectual function you have neglected to explore, in your eagernessto get on with the proper business of intelligence. I do not question that propriety,
but I can offer what is also proper to the functioning of intelligence-an organized set of exercises in its formalities
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Now this is a turn taken by many of those strange reflective enterprise
we sometimescall philosophies. But here the turn has some unusual features, two of which seem to me to be relevant. The first of these is apparent in what has already been said: the priority of what I have loosely
called ({ollowing, curiously enough, Gilbert Ryle) the formalities of
ideas (or of formal ideas) is a literal priority. That is, parmenides is not
saying-or at least not merely saying-that certain questions, problems,
ideas, and intellectual activities are "logically" prior to or presupposed
by others: he is saying that one who is interested in certain activities
should first engagein other activities. In other words, the priority is educational, curricular-disciplinary in the sense of disciplining. One
might argue that such a literal, propaedeutic priority is not unusualthere is a sense,for example, in which Descartesenjoins us to meditate
on philosophy first-that is, before undertaking rhe reconstruction of
knowledge and practice.
But at this point the second feature of interest here emerges.Whatever one may say of the actual temporal prerequisite of Descartes,smeditations (not the book but the activity), one would hardly call rhem mere
exercises,a training of intellectual muscle, a gymnastic of thought. It is
true that we might be said to emerge from them prepared to play, but
surely their function is also to determine the rules and the object-in the
sense of both substance and purpose-of the cognitive game. By contrast, the "hypotheses" which constitute the latter portion of the
Parmenidesare-or at least seem to be on their face-not only ,,inconclusive" but so problematic as to carry inconclusivenessto the point of
conclusive self-negation-a kind of intellectual black hole. In the face of
these impressions it is not surprising that commentators on the dialogue
have found it very difficult to live in the extraordinarily active state of
closure-oriented nonclosure they articulate. It is clear to most of them
that the hypothesescannot be mere exercises.It is tempting to conclude
that they must somehow contain a doctrine-or at the other extreme,
that, being mere exercises,they are some sort of elaborate and rather tedious joke-probably of rhe "in" variety-and can thus be in effect ignored.
We might be tempted to say that similar things have been said of
other deconstructions, but the "hypotheses" of the Parmenidesare constructions rather than deconstructions: it is only taken as a whole that
they lead to the astonishing conclusion that "whether one is or is not"
(or perhaps "whether or not there is unity") "it and the others, both in
relation to themselvesand to one another, both are and are not in eyery
way, and seem and do not seem to be." Taken separatelythey articulate

radically diverse universes,any one of which, in and by itself, is at least
conceptually and perhaps imaginatively possible. And whatever else we
might say of them, surely we can seethat, as we suggestedearlier, the enterprises of determining the truth and of the purposive ordering of the
world by and to goodness and beauty in and with respect to each of
them will necessarilyalso be radically different. Nor is it apparent how
one is to choose among them (if we assumethem incompatible), or how
they are to be reconciled if we assume them ultimately consistent. And
something like the same consequencewould seem to follow for investigation and realization of the true, the good, the beautiful. Yet it seems
equally obvious that these othernesses,these diversities, are systematically generated, so that in some way they would seem to be systematically related-to be, that is, not simply or absolutely external to each
other. But to say that, of course, is to return to the very problems of
unity and multiplicity which are the proximate subject of the hypotheses,to disappear into the black hole of paradoxical, paralogical self-destruction, a radical epoche subjectively quite uncomfortable.
At this point let us imagine an intervention in the dialogue between
Socratesand Parmenidesby a stranger named McKeon from a land even
more westerly than Elea. I hope that the arbitrariness of this move will
leave no doubt that this intervention is entirely mythical. The McKeon
of this dialogue is as mythical as are its Parmenidesand its Socrates:all
of them being creatures of mine invented for the purpose of explaining
to you how I function, something for which I would not like you to hold
Socrates,Parmenides,or McKeon responsible.I use them partly for convenience of exposition, but more importantly because,while it is the
case that I am solely responsible for what my mythical characters say
and do, I would also have you understand that I did not work this all
out in a totally uninhabited intellectual environment.
In any case,this McKeon in the dialogue makes a fairly long speech,
which we may thus summarize. "lt would be more appropriate in this
company for me to ask for guidance than to offer it, but I wonder if I
might suggest an alternative approach? I assume what might be called
the postulate of pluralism in something like the form you have advanced-namely, "that the enterprisesof truth, goodnessand beauty are
enterprisesof intelligence conditioned through and through by the possibilities and necessitiesinherent in the objects of intelligence and their
concomitant intellectual functions" and that from and on this ground it
is possible to "articulate radically diverse universesany one of which, in
and by itself, is at least conceptually and perhaps imaginatively possible," with the consequencethat "the enterprisesof determining the truth
and of the purposive ordering of the world by and to goodness and
beauty in and with respect to each of them will necessarily also be
radically different." Further, I agree that a disciplined, systematic, and
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appreciative exploration of these diversities is the properly propaedeutic
exerciseto reflective inquiry. My alternative, then, is a two-fold sugges
tion. First, I suggest that these diversities be explored in the forms in
which they have actually been elaborated in the human enterprise at
large, in, that is, what is vaguely and misleadingly called the history, the
career,of thought, of ideas, or (even) of philosophy. For such an exploration we shall require a heuristic hermeneutic meeting two requirements. It must resemble your hypotheses,Parmenides, in that it will be
a set of devices for disclosing or discovering intellectual functions in the
construction and ordering of worlds. And it must resemble your hypothesesin another respect-it must at least attempt to be systematically exhaustive and comprehensive. So my second suggestion is that such
a hermeneutic may be elaborated by starting from the parts and wholes
of consequential thought, of inferential connection, with, of course, the
full recognition that the postulate of pluralism requires that commonplaces of statement and inference be appropriately transformable into
commonplaces of being and existence.I say that a hermeneutic may be
elaborated on such a ground; as proof of that possibiliry I offer what I
think is a version of such a heuristic."
No doubt there then ensueda long and interesting conversation, but
at this point I abandon the myth for the memoir of which it is a translation, but first I must make it clear that pluralism as I understand it and
practice it both is and is not a phase of my intellectual life. It is a phase
in the sensethat it is a propaedeutic, but it is not a phase in the sens
that it is merely one of the ways in which I function (or, at least hope
that I function) intellectually. That is, all my intellectual practice is pluralistic in the sensethat it is always informed by the awarenessof articulable alternatives to the process of thought in which I am engaged
Sometimesthat awarenessis in the foreground, so to speak, of my thinking, sometimes in the background, but it is never absent. But this is not
an awarenessof other views, other opinions, other doctrines, except insofar as those are indices or materials of alternative modes or processe
of thought. That is, it is an awarenesswhich in the form of a question
would always be how would this be alternatively thought about, how alternatively intellectually placed, how might this inquiry or inquiry of
this sort be alternatively identified, be alternatively possible, be alternatively formulated and conducted?
To say, with my mythical Parmenides as emended by
mythical
McKeon, that this functional awarenessis developedin and-yby a "disciplined, systematicand appreciative exploration of these diversities in the
forms in which they have actually been elaborated in the human enterprise at large" and that such an exploration is an exercise properly
propaedeutic to reflective inquiry is to say that the learning and, subse
quently, the teaching of what we vaguely call philosophy has been and is

for me a series of exercisesin practicing alternatives which I have found
available in the world around me not only in so-calledtexts but in the living practice of other ambulatory and orally competent sources.I could develop at some length how that worked and works out for me in my
education, and how I have tried to work it out educationally, pedagogically, but any such development is necessarilyso much an account of circumstancesas to be misleading with respectto what is essentialto these
exercises,whatever their materials and occasionsmay happen to be. With
respectto the essentials,I would make three points I think characteristic
of my practice. Before I do that, however, I am constrained to remind you
that my practice is, strictly speaking, all I purport to be telling you about
in this memoir. But it is also the casethat these featuresof it do not seem
to me to be accidentally associatedin what I do, and as such they may be
of more than merely biographical or autobiographical interest.
First, as I have already said, what I am concerned to elicit and to
practice is ways of thinking, modes of inquiry' processesof thought- On
ih. o.r. hand this requires, as I said, that what is thought about and
what is thought about it in the senseof views, opinions, doctrines---conclusions, if you like-be treated only as indices or materials of alternative modes or processesof thought. This amounts to detaching, one
might say, the thinking from its content insofar as that is a function of
context and circumstance broadly defined. On the other hand, it is obvious that thinking is always of something, is always contextually and
circumstantially conditioned. Here there are many interesting hermeneutical questions into which I cannot now enter. Suffice it to say that in my
own practice I do not judge that I am capable of practicing a given mode
of thought in "disciplined, systematic and appreciative exploration"
until I can exerciseit in contexts and circumstancesquite different from
that in which it was developed and in which I find it and formulate what
I am doing in a different language.
Second, it is important to emphasize that this pluralistic practice is
not only disciplined and systematic but, as I just said, appreciative.
Since, following our mythical mentor' we are using a hermeneutic derived from and oriented to the discovery of inferential processes,it follows that what is to be appreciated in the exercise of any mode of
thought is its inferential cogency including, of course, its devicesfor locating and differentiating various forms of such closure. Again there are
here many hermeneutical and other problems which I cannot discuss,
but bluntly put the sensein which the practice I am attempting to articulate is systematic exercise does not mean that it abstracts from, suspends, or somehow brackets the question of truth. On the contrary, it
proceeds on the assumption that truth is determinable only within the
members of the plurality being explored and that, therefore, practicing
them is an activity of determining and articulating truth and truths.
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In those terms, to say that in this sort of thinking we somehow abstract from that strange form of substantive reference what we call truth
is to say that we are not thinking at all. Put another way it is only within some articulated system of distinctions with respect to thinking and
assertion that forms of reference, including truth, kinds of truth, and
truths can be identified and determined. Radically reflective thoughtand that is what we are engaging in-is not, therefore, a process which
is somehow accredited in the way of truth after it is completed by some
criterion, standard, or device external to its own cogency as reflectively
determined. That is, accreditation becomes problematic and determinable in the process itself and has no functional meaning outside of
an activity of a determinate form. We might sa5 with a considerable sacrifice of precision and subtlety that truth is not an attribute of philosophies precisely because a vital part of the philosophic enterprise is to tell
us what we mean by it.
Mention of the philosophic enterprise should serve to remind us, howeverr that our mentors are agreed that this pluralistic practice is an exercise, a propaedeutic not only to the determination of truth and truths but
of goodness and beauty as well. In other words, it is to be instrumentally
preliminary to engagement in philosophizing, in consequential thought
functionally oriented. The third relevant feature of my practice as I reflect
upon it here, then, is the way in which I have discovered-made determinate for myself-what kind of thinking is mine; what sort of thinker I am;
what sort of inquiry I can appropriately effectively and satisfyingly engage
in; what sort of contribution I can make to the human enterprise, of which
after all philosophizing is a part, by my thought.
In my experience, for what it is worth, this is a complex and difficult
exercise in reflective self-determination. It is tempting, of course, to consider it a self-discoverS in which, in one way or another a "self" or a
mind or whatever finite center one wants to postulate, becomes aware,
makes explicit or refines and stabilizes by reflective correction what it is
akeady directed, predisposed, or committed to. We all know that it has
been said, though perhaps not well said, that we are all born Platonists
or Aristotelians: on this showing pluralistic practice is a way of discovering our individual fates. Versions of Bradleyt well-known remark that
"metaphysics is the finding of bad reasons for what we believe on instinct" are easily constructable with various determinations of instinctcommitment, intellectuaVcultural environment, personal history along
other lines. But all these have in common the assumption that the problem is to discover and to do-or to do and discover-what comes naturally or is congenial. As explanations of what happens, they are of
course subject to many difficulties, but it is as accounts of what happens-that is, of what is to be explained-that I find them inconsistent
with my practice and in that sensewith my experience. That is, it seems
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to me that they do not incorporate the sting in the tail of Bradley's aphorism-namely, "but to find these reasons is no less an instinct," a remark
which I choose to interpret here as pointing to the presumption of pluralism with which I began-namely' in the words of my Parmenides, that
"the enterprises of truth, goodness and beauty are enterprises of intelligence conditioned through and through by . . . intellectual functions."
Operationally what this means is that however one may explain how
such choices are made and thus account for them, the only way they can
be arrived at is by a process of actual reflection with its own rationalify'
that is, its own disciplined procedures in which alternatives become formulated, criteria emerge, and relevancies are determined. It may be that
in the end we simply come out where we went in, but that does not obviate the necessity of the journey.
This journey issues, in the nature of the case, in the consideration of
why one philosophizes at all, to what end or ends is this activiry oriented? As a personal or individual or what I would call an ethical question'
there is much to be said about this matter, not merely in an autobiographical mode but in what might be described as the conscientious
mode, taking Kant's point that conscience is the function of making sure
we are taking into account all the relevant considerations in the right
proportions and weighing them as best we can. The pluralistic discipline-probably better denominated the discipline of pluralizing-offers
a wealth of material for this sort of reflection, for in this connection it
amounts to a series of alternative versions of philosophical activiry and
in
its place among other activities of knowing and doing-amounts
considerations
the
relevant
of
what
accounts
to
alternative
other words
may be and how they are to be proportionately weighed.
But these questions may also be stated-more relevantly for the purpose of this conference-as questions about the place of philosophical
activity not in individual activity and activities but in human activity at
large, about, that is, the function of philosophy and philosophizing in
culture and cultures. More particularly, of course, the question would be
what consequencesdoes a pluralistic stance' a pluralistic understanding
I have called the discipline of pluralizing-have
of philosophizing-what
for that function?
It would, I think, be apparent from the sketch I have given of my pluralism that the function of philosophy in culture (as in individual activity) is something that can only become determinately understood and
practiced within a philosophy-that is, in one of the intellectual modes
which pluralism explores. The postulate of pluralism as earlier formulated-"the enterprises of truth, goodness and beauty are enterprises of inintellectual
telligence conditioned through and through by
funslions"-does not commit us to the view that intellectual functions are
wholly and simply constitutive of culture: as with all other questions of
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truth, goodness,and beaury the sensein which these enterprisesare conditioned by intelligenceand intellectual function or in what sensethey are
enterprises of intelligence is something only intelligence can undertake to
analyze in one of its determinate forms, as is indeed the converse question
of by what and how the functioning of intelligence is itself conditionedthat is, conditioned not by itself. Thus intellectual alternativesare not necessarily identical with cultural alternatives, so that a plurality of
intellectual modes need not entail a plurality of cultures. That plurality is
recognizedand becomesproblematic within, we are likely to think, a culture. You will remember that when I construed the dialoguesof Plato pluralisticallS I said of them that they "can be read as a seriesof explorations
of the paradoxical . . . situation inherent in accepting that in our world
there is a plurality of worlds or that the world exists, is encountered,is
known in a plurality." Plato's world is his cultural world and it is in that
culture that he encountered Parmenidesand Gorgias and elaborated his
own philosophy-in
order, of course, that it might be encountered by
Aristotle and reconstructed by Richard McKeon. Given all this we might
without further analysis (in some mode of analysis) be more likely to
think then that intellectual plurality is a plurality of cultural elements than
that cultures are a plurality of intellectual elements. \[e should note that
this latter position would seemto entail the consequencethat problems of
incompatibility and incoherence of cultures or of cultural elements are
philosophic incoherencesand conflicts in a very strong sense.
I shall return to this possibilitS but before I do allow me to make a
suggestionfrom my own practice. It follows from what I have said about
philosophies and cultures that what I can say about philosophical pluralism and cultural pluralism would be consequent upon working out a
position as to the cultural function of philosophy. Since I cannot do that
here, I must necessarilyproceed dogmaticallS hoping that what I have
to suggestmay not be wholly unintelligible.
From my vantage point, then, I think of the cultural function of philosophizing as primarily critical. For me, philosophizing is one intellectual
function among many-the radically reflective and thus radically critical
function. Since here I am perforce dogmatic, I may as well be aphoristic as
well, so I suggest that philosophizing is one of the ways in which we attempt to keep the human enterprise on the rails, so to speak. Of course,
such an arcane intellectual activify can function that way only insofar as
the enterprisesof truth, goodness,and beauty----enterpriseswhich taken together constitute the human enterprise, the enterprise of culture-are enterprises of intelligence. But this referenceto what I have grandly called the
postulate of pluralism should remind us even as we construct our critical
philosophy of culture that as pluralists we presume intelligence gives, in reflection, different accounts of itself. In our pluralistic propaedeutic, we
have tried to appreciate each of these accounts, but appreciation means

rhat we have also come to seehow each sets standards for itself, how each
mode of thinking can be done well or badly in its own terms. I should
think that we might probably conclude that from the point of view of
keeping the human enterprise on the rails, the important thing is to be able
to distinguish doing well from doing badly within each pluralistic alternative and to encourage the practitioners of modes other than our own to do
well what they do as it is to explain, in and from whatever mode of
philosopohical functioning we may have adopted, that the sort of thing
that they are doing will not do. I venture to suggest that the widespread
adoption of this stancein philosophical communication would amount to
a revolution-perhaps a minor revolution but nonethelessa revolutionin communicative style and function not only among philosophers but in
the intellectual world at large. It might allow us to recapture something of
that Platonic sophistication in communication from which I began-an acceptance of plurality appreciatively self-conscious, explicit, intellectually
controlled and urbane. Intellectual control would be supplied for us by the
use of our hermeneutics of pluralism as heuristic devices-topics, if you
like-for placing, understanding, and appreciating the work of others both
from the inside and from our own position. Such a pluralistic stance would
be urbane if only because,of course, it entails an appropriate modesty with
respectto the claims of whatever philosophizing of our own we undertake,
since at the least we would recognize that the burden of keeping the human
enterprise on the rails is shared with all the philosophic schools.
This modest view of philosophizing and its role in culture is not just a
matter of temperament grounded in a native caution or a concern to avoid
intellectual hubris. You will recall that earlier I describedmy pluralizing discipline as a process of "detaching thinking from its content insofar as that
is a function of context and circumstance' a processcompleted only when I
can exercise a given mode of thought in contexts and circumstances quite
different from that in which it was developed and in which I find it and fotmulate what I am doing in a different language." Clearly, here, there is postulated a certain independence of context and circumstance: philosophies
are modes of intellectual functioning which, while always instantiated and
contextualized, admit of many instantiations and contextualizations. It may
be that they cannot exist or function outside of a cultural context, but they
afe not exhausted in any one of them. Ultimately it is on this detachment
from circumstance that their critical power rests. The very image I have
used-"keeping the human enterprise on the rails"-suggests, rather more
strongly than I like, that continuity within the many-cultured human enterprise which philosophies in this senseaffempt to articulate.
But need we postulate such a continuity and such a detachability?
Must not our pluralism provide for that possibility in which instantiation is, so to speak, itself the principle of our philosophizing, the principle which makes intelligible the human enterprise, being indeed the
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ground of culture itself? The mythical McKeon of my dialogue sounds
more like myself or Parmenides,but there is another McKeon-perhaps
equally mythical-who talks much of operarionalisms, pragmatisms,
and rhetorics. In this sort of philosophy, philosophies become persuasions in that sensein which we say that someone is of the platonic or
positivist persuasion. Persuasions in this sense are the attributes of
agents, of persons, of groups, and of cultures and the diversities of
philosophies become ineluctably associatedwith and expressive of the
diversities of persons, peoples, and communities as they encounter each
other in operation. in action.
The function of philosophizing thus becomesitself persuasion in the
sensethat it becomesa set of devicesfor finding amidst these diversities
common ground for the resolution of conflict and the identification of
common problems in the interest of pursuing a common course of action. The hermeneutical devicesof what I have called my pluralizing discipline thus become rather more like rhetorical than dialectical
topics-they are the places in which one may find those considerations
which will effect communication to adiust cultural conflicts and create
cultural communities in which human living is defined and shared.
I am reminded of a saying attributed to Antisthenes: "If you intend
a boy to live with gods, teach him philosophy; if with men, rhetoric,"
for surely all I have discovered here (if it is more than simple confusion)
is another version of the ancient tension between philosophy and rhetoric, and in those terms I am asking whether McKeon's teaching was a divinity or a humanity. Bluntly put, the quesrion raised for me about
pluralism and pluralistic practice by
own practice is whether pluralism must be rhetorically formulated -yand practiced? If that is the case,
does it require that all philosophies become operationalisms, rhetorics?
Conversely, if pluralism can and must be formulated and practiced
philosophically, as I have called it, does it follow that operationalisms
and rhetorics are not philosophies and, therefore, do not enjoy membership in the plurality of pluralism? Is ir another form of this question
to ask whether pluralism can in fact be formulated and practiced neutrally, or have we discovered that pluralism is as plural as philosophy?
But I must stop before we all disappear into the Parmenidean black hole,
muttering to ourselves "whether plurality is or is not, it and the others,
both in relation to themselvesand to one another, both are and are not
in every way, and seem and do not seem to be."

Postscript-l998
This memoir is here reprinted as written to be read at the conference in
1992, save for a very few editorial changes. While of course I now
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would say what I had to say somewhat differently, I do not find anything
I no,uvwould not say. I add this postscript in order to make somewhat
clearer how I think this paper, couched in a personal manner as it is,
bears on other questions about McKeon and, especially,about pluralism.
In the memoir I describedthe McKeon who appears there as "mythical," partly becauseI did not want to get involved in historical questions as to which others then present might have different recollections.
In any case, historical accuracy seemed irrelevant to my purpose. In a
sensethat remains true with fespect to what I shall add here, but still it
is important to note that whatever there is of historical data and account
here (and in the original paper) claims to be no more than how one student reconstructs after many years what he understood McKeon to be
saying in one phase of his teaching-roughly the late thirties and the forties shading into the early fifties (1,938-1'951,)'What I have to say about
later developments in his thinking is based upon more distant observation.
It is easy to say that during this period McKeon developed and propounded a pluralistic view of philosophy and philosophizing. Of course
it was much more than a view: it was an elaborately articulated analysis. Of what, then, was multiplicity predicated, what was it that was plural, or in what way did his account show philosophy to admit of
plurality?
In the memoir I attributed to my mythical McKeon the suggestion
that a hermeneutic designed for the "disciplined' systematic and appreciative exploration" of the diversity of philosophy might be
elaborated by starting from the parts and wholes of consequential thought, of inferential connection, with, of course,
the full recognition that the postulate of pluralism requires
that commonplaces of statement and inference be appropriately transformable into commonplaces of being and existence.
This formulation was intended to parallel one attributed to my mythical
Parmenides
[D]etermining the truth in and with respect to the world and
the ordering of that world by and to goodnessand beauty are
consequent upon and conditioned by the form of the world,
that is, by what there is to be known, to be good, to be beautiful-its pluralities and unities, the modes of relation in and
among them, the stabilities and instabilities, differentiations'
coniunctions and identities inherent in both these formalities
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and so on. Theseobjectsof intelligenceand the groundsand
forms of intellectual function you [Socrates]have neglected
toexplore....
Among other things, I intended to suggest that the Platonic or
Parmenideanplurality would be disclosedby the use of metaphysicalor
ontologicalinstrumentalities
suchas "being" and "unity" supportingdiversemodesof inquiry, whereasthe basicinstrumentalitiesfor articulating intellectual plurality in McKeon's practice at this time were logical
elementsand combinationsimplying a grounding ontology.
That parallel (and its inversionof analyticaldirection)may or may
not make sense,but there can surely be no doubt that McKeon schematized his heuristicof philosophicaldiversitieswith instrumentalitiesderived from logical analysis.It was during this period (late forties) that
he first published-by making use of them in his teaching-the matricesin which he attemptedto articulate the plurality with which he was
concerned.The relation of the two matrices to the traditional minor
and major logics, and thus to the Aristotelian Organon, was clear. Of
course, they constituted a major feat of generalizationin which
Aristotle's logic becamemerely one possibility among others, and the
coursesin which he first made public use of thesebrilliant schematism
were coursesin logical theory using as texts such full-blown logics as
those of Mill, Bernard Bosanquet,F. H. Bradley and W. E. Johnson.In
thesecourses,studentswere invited to explore thesetreatments using
the matrices-testing,so to speak,whetherthey illuminatedwhat these
logicianswere doing as they did Aristotle. Always, of course,the analysis led beyond technical questionsto methodological and metaphysica
implications,but the proximate context was logical in a very strong
sense.
When McKeon first formulated thesemathematicalmodelsI do nor
know, though he clearly indicated that he had made use of them for
sometime before he exposedthem to public view. But certainly his preoccupationwith logical and methodologicalquestionsand their closerelation to metaphysicswas not somethingthat beganin the forties. In the
eady thirties he had severaltimes offered a coursecalled "metaphysics
and method," and while that title disappearedfrom his repertory in the
period with which I am here concerned,it would not be a bad title for
someof the logical courses,exceptthat it would more accuratelyreflect
the trend of his teaching were it reversedto method and metaphysics
During this period, one of the persistentitemsin the studentscuttlebut
which always surrounded him was that he had in mind to write-and
perhapshad alreadywritten in part-a history of logic. (I leaveit to othersto investigatethe relation of his medievalstudiesand even,perhaps
of his work on Spinozato theselater developments.)
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In our presentintellectuaVphilosophicalenvironment (what usedto
be called ..ihe intellectualtemper of the age") it may be difficult to understandhow normal an intellectual orientation in which logic was so
prominent seemedin the yearsI am discussing.It is an exaggeration,but
to saythat much of the first half of the century was, at leastin
iro
-or.,
and the United states, philosophically dominated by
western'Europe
logical and methodological analysiscenteredon mathematicsand the
,r""tural sciences.Perhaps this was particularly true of the period in
which McKeon was educatedand achievingintellectual maturity-the
yearsof the Great War and the yearsbetweenthe wars. The period was
not only rich in its inheritancefrom the later yearsof the previous century of influential logical formulations, some of which I have already
mentioned, but it had been profoundly shakenby the impact of a new
logic-symbolic, mathematical,calculative.Graduatestudentsin philosoplhytod"y may find it difficult to believethat their counterpartsin the
thiriies and forties were expectedto have more than a verbal acquaintance with such arcanematters as the sententialcalculus,to be able to
distinguish betweenmaterial and strict implication, to be able to construcitruth tables,and perhapsevento understandwhat sensecould be
attributed to the statement that "a false proposition implies all other
propositions.'1 Some of them were, in fact, fascinatedby the debates
cotrcerningthe reducibility of mathematicsto logic, by analysisof_problems of thi consistencyand parsimony of deductivesciencesand their
postulatesets,perhapsgaining someunderstandingof what mathemati^.i"ns
and logiciansmean by "elegance."Given all of that, it is not difficult to undeistand why Henry Sheffer'sinvention of "the stroke" and
consequentreduction of the number of primitive postulatesset forth in
of
Principia Matbematicawas considereda logico/philosophical.coup
power
no small importance accomplishedin papers beautiful in their
and lucidity.
star starusin academicphilosophy-another indication of where intellectual interest was focused-was enjoyed by Sheffer at Harvard,
along with, of course,Alfred North whitehead and c. I. Lewis. It would
be di-fficult to deny the sameprominenceto Ernest Nagel at Columbia
or to Alonzo Church at Princeton. Importations from Europe were influencedby all sorts of factors arising from the political turmoil on the
continent, but among the most prominent were other logicians and
philosophersof scienie such as Hans Reichenbach,Alfred Tarski, Carl
if.-p.I, and Rudolph Carnap, McKeon's colleagueat Chicago,whose
name should serveto remind us that the positivismof thesedays was
logicalpositivism.If, for carnap, philosophywas "the syntax of the lang.;g" oi science,"rhat syntax was "logical." And it is worth noting that
-,Nlittg.trstein
who was influential in this period-at least in the
t"h.
United States-was not the Wittgensteinof the varicolored books but of
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the Tractatus Logico-Philosopbicus. There were, of course, other stars,
including some luminaries of sustained brilliance. John Dewey was still
active. Yet, again, one should note that one of the major works he published in this period was the most elaborate of the many reformulations
of logic he attempted in his long career, Logic: The Theory of Inquiry.
In such an intellectual milieu, McKeon's logical orientation is hardly surprising though certainly not inevitable.'z But its sources are of interest only because of the direction in which it led him in developing his
account of philosophical pluralism. Here one should distinguish, I think,
between the concept of the project he undertook and the particular form
it took at various times in his teaching and writing, such as the matrices.
In the memoir I stressedthe sensein which I understood it to function
as propaedeutic to finding one's own way philosophically and functioning in a community in which philosophical divergencesmanifest themselvesmore or less directly in how one's fellow citizens think and carry
on their work.3 Here, however, I am more concerned with pluralism as
such, that is, as I said above, with what, in his analytical project emerged
as "plural, or in what way did his account show philosophy to admit of
pluraliry?" Another way to put those questions would be to ask what it
is that is put into systematic interrelation in such schematization as is
represented by his matrices and the distinctions which they develop?
Bluntly, what is philosophy philosophizing, and a philosophy as members of this plurality?
This is no easy question, but as an initial formulation one might say
that what McKeon was attempting to articulate and interrelate as alternatives were radically reflective accounts of the methodical and systematic deployment of intelligence, including the conditions and materials
of intelligent activity and the ways in which the activity of human intelligence may be connected to that, other than itself, with respect to which
it functions. This rather clumsy formula attempts to include, in somewhat different language, the logical and metaphysical emphasis I think
characteristic of his pluralistic analysis, while at the same time, I would
hope, suggesting, by employing a language of activity and function,
something of its breadth and power. It was never narrowly logical or traditionally metaphysical. (But the formula is probably suggestive,if at all,
only to someone who knows his work-particularly that of this same
phase in his career-aheady, because the richness and cogency with
which he was able to invest the philosophical texts to which he addressedhimself beggarsdescription and even suggestion.)If nothing else,
his account requires us to rethink what is functionally-i.e., in any
analysis of the deployment of intelligence-meant by metaphysics, by
what is at stake, so to speak, in issues of principle and first principles.
Bradley observed that someone "who is ready to prove that metaphysical knowledge is wholly impossible . . . is a brother metaphysician with
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a rival theory of his own."o Any account of pluralism must' as McKeon's
did, give an account of those analyseswhich repudiate metaphysics in
virtue of the discovery of other ways of discharging its function in the
operations of intelligence, just as it should shed light on why it was that
Carnap, given his logical predilections, would dismiss Dewey's Logic as
psychology.' A pluralism which begins by outlawing intellectual possibilities or loading the dice against some in favor of others is dubious indeed.
However, if the formula does serve to shed light on what, to my
mind, is of the greatest importance in McKeon's pluralism' it is because
it emphasizesthat philosophies and philosophy should be thought of
first as reflective activities-efforts to grasp and formulate the activity of
intelligence. That is, what gets related and what is plural in this pluralism is modes of deployment of organized intelligence. In this plurality
philosophies are not primarily identifiable by the results of that employment but rather by the characteristic and complex analysis they offer of
the activity of intelligence and that activiry itself. Philosophies are not
congeriesof doctrines ("Aristotle taught that the world is uncreated and
that. . . ." ) or the working out of attitudes ("Plato's philosophy is a defense of traditional morality. . . ." "Pragmatism is the philosophy of the
young, the strong and the virile. . . .6) It is not that doctrines and attitudes are not attributable to philosophers and philosophies, rather that
they are to be understood as what they are in the light of what is primary in philosophical activity-the context of argument that issues in
assertions and manifests attitudes.
The ambiguity of the term argument itself illustrates the problem of
grasping the nature of the members of this plurality. Argument in this
analysis primarily means neither debate/controversy or a proof/consideration advanced in support or contestation of a thesis or a course of action. Rather, it means a developing structure of cogency of inquiry and
proof as a subject matter is discovered and explored, problems raised,
and systematically resolved. Its sensethen is much closer to its literary
meaning, as when one speaks of the.argument of the lliad. In this sense
the Republic, or Aristotle's Metaphysics,' or one of the Kantian critiques
should be said not only to have an argument but to be an argument-a
sustained articulation of intelligence. And it is an argument' that is, one
of the marks of a philosopher at work is a text which is as a whole an
argument, a sustainedconsequentiality of parts or phases.To pursue the
literary analogy, one might say that in such an articulated context, to detach doctrines would be analogous to saying that what emerges in
Hamlet is that he dies. The dramatic power of that conclusion-the
quality of his death as it is a function of a complex structure of antecedent events-is thus simply lost, as is the meaning and force of what
emerges in argument in this sense. Of course' one of the plots' or
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patterns of argument, is that of debate or the evaluation of assertionsas
these are impugned or supported by arguments, but that is only one plot
among many.
It is this pluralism-this plurality of ways of conducting and grounding argument in this sense-that I tried to describe as a functioning intellectual attitude in my memoir. I think that all the consequencesI
discussedcan be said to follow from or at least be consistent with a pluralism of philosophical arguments and argumentation. The problem of
philosophical truth, for example, becomes the problem of how arguments differently conducted, variously grounded, and possessedof an
explicitly examined integral cogency can be related to each other-clearly it cannot be by simple assertion and denial. Something like translation
is more appropriate. But how is that possible? So also, if philosophies
are modes of argumentation they clearly must enjoy some sort of independence of the circumstances in and with respect to which they function. Thus I argued that
what is thought about and what is thought about it in the
sense of views, opinions, doctrines---<onclusions, if you
like-[is to] be treated only as indices or materials of alternative modes or processesof thought. This amounts to detaching, one might say, the thinking from its content insofar
as that is a function of context and circumstance broadly defined. On the other hand, it is obvious that thinking is always
of something, is always contextually and circumstantially
conditioned. Here there are many interesting hermeneutical
questions. . . .
And so on-I repeat myself no more except to make my final point.
No doubt there are many difficulties with this plurality and this pluralism. At the same time, it was clearly in itself an extraordinary intellectual feat. It had antecedents-as McKeon himself would (sometimes
quixotically) point out-but none that attempted the rigor, precision,
and range of his analysis. Yet more importanr for the discussion of pluralism is, I think, the conception of the intellectual world and philosophical activity therein which he tried to articulare in what I have called
a logical-quasimathematical-hermeneutic. Philosophizing, I suggested
in the memoir, is "one intellectual function among many-the radically
reflective and thus radically critical function," a function within a culture, a plurality of different accounts of ambient common activities. But
I also tried to suggesthow philosophizing might be thought of nor as a
form of cultural activity but as the "ground of culture" itself, pointing
out that in such a view philosophies become "persuasions" (and thus always more or less obviously moralities) and
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[t]he hermeneutical devices of what I have called my pluralizing discipline thus become rather . . rhetorical than dialectical [i.e., "logical"] topics-they are the places in which
one may find those considerations which will effect communication to adjust cultural conflicts and create cultural communities in which human living is defined and shared.
In the terms McKeon, at least at one time) might have employed, this
is-very broadly-a shift from logic to rhetoric. It is a shift which nearly the whole of the Western intellectual/philosophical community made
in the decadesimmediately following the period I have been discussing.
It would be interesting (and perhaps even amusing) to trace the process
by which a tidal wave of ordinary language analysis, existentialism, deconstruction, and their intellectual cousins swept away the traditions I
outlined, leaving a few philosophers of sciencelargely talking to them'$Tithin
a few years-to simplify-one moved from a situation in
selves.
which there was grave doubt that the social scienceswere sciencesat all
to one which it was discovered that scienceand mathematics are things
we do and therefore are subject to all the vagaries, confusions' and limiting conditions of human activity as well as, of course, exemplifying the
protean creativity in which we make ourselves and the world in which
we function.
I seein this many questions; two of interest in this context. (1) \ilhy
and how did McKeon make this shift? (2) A question I asked in the
memoir: is pluralism as plural as philosophy? Are there many pluralisms? The first of these I leave to historians and biographers, if they
are interested. Did he follow where the argument led? If so, what is the
argument? Or is it perhaps the point that the argument ought not or
cannot be followed? As to the second, I have tried to offer evidencethat
the answer must be affirmative. It follows, I think, that pluralists will, in
their practice, be as diverse as philosophers, so that a conference of pluralists will be no better babble. A conference of pluralists about pluralism would seem to compound the problem, but as to that any reader of
this volume has evidenceto consider. No doubt a plurality of standards
will be applied.
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1. Thereis a story-probably only a story-that BertrandRussell,as
sponsor/inventorof the accountof implicationin which this statemen
makes its "counter-intuitive"sense,was once askedhow it was that
"two and two is five" implies "Russellis the pope." "You saytwo and
two is five, but I can prove that two and two is four. Thus four is equal
to five and two is one. The pope and I are two; thereforethe pope and
I are one." The story bearswitnessto Russellt reputationfor quick wit
and a certainsenseof humor,if nothing else.
2. About this sametime, for example,his friend KennethBurkewas
developing another analysis of the plurality of "the philosophica
schools"basednot on logicalcommonplaces
but thoseof the ethicaland
rhetoricaltreatmentof actionand motivation.A Grammarof Motiuesa work destinedto become increasinglyinfluential over succeedin
decades-waspublishedin 1945.
3. This phenomenonis most obviousin an academiccommunityperhapsparticularly among "researchers"-$ssxssstheir activity and
"work product" tend to be more explicitly intellectual:somesort of argumentor inquiry. Also, most of them are happg evenanxious,to explain what they're doing, and occasionallysuch explanationbecome
genuinelyreflective-philosophicallysophisticated.
4. Appearanceand Reality, 2nd. ed. (Oxford: Oxford Universit
Press,1906),pp.1-2.
5. "Dismiss" as logic-he thought (or at leastsaid)that it was good
psychology,but of courseit was not logic. (I do not know whether he
eversaid this in print; I certainlyheardhim sayit.)
6. F. C. S. Schiller.
7. I remembersitting in a hotel room at the end of a day of ses
sions of the WesternDivision of the American PhilosophicalAssociation while McKeon explained, at the special request of two
Catholic theologians,how the books of the Metaphysicsconstituted
an intelligible sequenceof investigation.Sincehe did it from memory
and with a drink in hand I supposeit counts as something of a
"stunt." The significantpoint is that this is the sort of feat for which
he was at that time renowned. (This would have been in the fifties.
\7as it in Minneapolis?)
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